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Note from the Editor: after receiving a few comments that the magazine was
rather short, this one is definitely longer! Please let me know if this is what you
like, and please also submit some articles, photos or ideas for either! Many
thanks, Carol.
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Moving on…
No, don't worry (alternatively, don't get the bunting out) – I'm not off to
retirement pastures just yet. But June has been a most interesting month at St
Mary's. First, we have five people 'of riper years' confirmed from across our
benefice, a huge step for anyone to take in an age where the willingness to
commit to anything is on the decline. Second, we were privileged to admit to
Communion Faith Wilson and Evie Tannock as St Mary's was accepted for the
Diocesan programme (the Lincoln website describes it working in Scampton).
And third, of course, is Robert's ordination on June 29th, a very public
identification with the Church as he settles to being a clearly identifiable minister
of religion — in a world which often has less than no place for faith in any of its
usual expressions.
You don't often get a four-week spell like that in the life of a parish.
In physics (so I'm told) there's a phenomenon called a 'phase change' – it's where
something suddenly changes the way it behaves. Water is a good example – if it
gets cold enough it stops being a liquid and changes to ice, and if it gets warm
enough it becomes steam – and ice, water and steam behave very differently
from one another (can you imagine the Flying Scotsman powered by ice-cubes?).
But while the point of change is obvious, it doesn't come from nowhere.
Although the water hasn't looked much different until the whistle on the kettle
starts or the ice cubes announce their availability to join the tonic water and the
gin, it's quietly been heating up or cooling down all the time.
That does rather mirror the way we grow in faith – for ages nothing very visible
or remarkable seems to be happening: even our nearest and dearest (and
sometimes ourselves) don't really perceive what's going on — and then we go
public. First Communion, Confirmation and Ordination are very high-profile
examples, but there's plenty of less spectacular ones on offer; a desire to pray
differently which one day become undeniable; the need to go on retreat or on
pilgrimage; the taking on of a new role or a new direction in living the Christian
life – there's a moment when it goes public, but underneath that single moment
is a long period of growth and reflection on God, often with more silence than
words.
Three reflections: first, what do these 'phase changes' in others say to us? Two
young girls going to the altar on an equal footing with the rest of us shows that
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this God-business is about relationship and love (and even excitement).
Thoughtful adults, under no illusions about the world (or the Church), make a
public profession that the Christian faith has something worthwhile, reminding
us time-served and jaded ones that God is still at work. And a dedicated
professional instead of easing into comfortable retirement chooses to start at the
bottom in public ministry, for God won't let him rest until he does tells of how
the Hound of Heaven is impossible to shake off.
Second, what might be going on in the hearts and minds of others we know? Are
we open to their journey and encouraging of it? I heard the tale of a vicar who
successfully 'put off' a person with a calling to ministry because he didn't think it
important. Do we encourage or discourage others in their journeys into God?
And third, what about us? What might be going on under the surface in our lives
which might one day turn sluggish water into steam? Where might God be
niggling at us, raising the temperature, getting us moving? And what can we do
to help it along?
Fr David

Bats (sort of)
Lovely little creatures, and some folk say I must have some in my ancestry, but
nonetheless sufficiently problematic to give rise to the following ancient joke:
First Vicar: “You had bats in your Church, didn't you? How'd you get rid of
them?”
Second Vicar: “Simple, I got them confirmed and they've never been seen since!”
In the days when 'everyone' was confirmed at the old school-leaving age of 13, it
was depressingly true – no matter how valuable Confirmation is, especially for
those who are exploring a new relationship with God but who were baptised
perhaps decades before, much heart-searching has gone on about the sacrament
for centuries, especially with regard to how it connects with receiving
Communion.
First, a short history lesson. In the early days of the faith you were baptised,
anointed and had hands laid on you (with prayer) all in one go, and always by the
bishop. As the faith grew, so the supply of bishops didn't at the same rate, so a
solution was needed. In the East, the whole package was devolved down to
parish clergy, but, under the influence of an obscure Italian town (Rome) the
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West split it into two, reserving the laying on of hands to the bishop, on the
grounds that in Italy there was bound to be a bishop passing within the next
week or so.
In the year 316 there were precisely three bishops covering all of Roman Britain.
You can see that this was a theological accident waiting to happen in terms of
any thought-through policy! I bet most of the baptised never saw a pointy hat.
Nevertheless, they were full communicant members of the Church.
A couple of unfortunate decisions put paid to children receiving communion.
One was a decision that they shouldn't receive the Eucharistic bread (presumably
in case they spat it out if they were very young, or dropped it!) and so they just
received the wine (by the hygienic method of the priest dipping his finger in the
chalice and giving it to the child to suck, apparently!). However, when in 1115 a
decision was made that only the priest should receive the wine, children were
excommunicated — by accident!
In many ways we've been living with that mistake ever since, and in trying to
answer the question 'Why don't children receive communion?' it was natural to
come up with a positive reason, 'They don't understand,' rather than 'We
goofed.' Though Bernard of Clairvaux observed, 'By understanding, God may
never be gained, but only by love,' it cut little ice with the BCP.
Over the last 40 years increasing unease with the inconsistencies and hidden
message of excluding children from the altar has made the Church of England
rethink its policy. An international ecumenical report in 1982 put it succinctly:
'Those churches which baptize children but refuse them a share in the Eucharist
before [confirmation] may wish to ponder whether they have fully appreciated
and accepted the consequences of baptism.'
The Diocese of Lincoln is highly supportive of parishes which wish to restore
what has been lost, and we have been allowed to join the programme whereby
children of 7 and up may be admitted (with a supportive framework) to full
communicant status, on equal footing with every other faithful Christian, not as
imperfect adults but as faithful children. They will be able to decide when the
public profession of adult faith which comes with Confirmation is right for them,
rather than have the 'one size fits all' policy of past years which has proved so
inadequate.
Please keep Evie and Faith in your prayers, and pray, too, that we may learn from
5

them. And if anyone else would like to know more about the programme, please
get in touch with me.
Fr David

HOPE
Jesus is the Risen Lord,
Crucified by Roman horde,
Bloody nails in hands and feet
Body wrapped in burial sheet.

Love thy neighbour as thyself,
Build up stores of inner wealth;
Then in times of desperate need
Through all perils He will lead.

Died to set all sinners free.
(That means folks like you and me.)
By His death forgiveness offered,
Everlasting life is proffered.

Faith invested in His word
Means our prayers will be heard.
If we lack this simple trust
All our schemes are worthless dust.

Jesus is alive today,
Walks with us to show the way.
All amid our stress and strife
Guides us in our daily life.

Praise our Lord’s great sacrifice
To free us from our sins and vice.
Holy Spirit, flow through me:
Keep me ever close to Thee.

If we talk to Him quite often
Harsher tones of life will soften;
To us His boundless love will flow
And happiness within us glow.

Photograph from Pexels.com
Poem by Dennis Cowe
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Diary Dates for July
Mon 1st

Tues 2nd
Wed 3rd

Thurs 4th
Fri 5th
Sat 6th

9.30 am

Toddler Time

1.30 pm

Castledyke School visit

2.00 pm

Standing Committee
(Vicarage)
Shoebox Group (Hall)
Said Eucharist (MU Corporate)
Service at Beech House
Ladies’ Group
Service at Eagle House
Prayers before the Blessed
Sacrament
Summer Fair

2.00 pm
9.30 am
2.00 pm
7.30 pm
2.00 pm
6.00 pm

Thomas, Apostle

10.00 am
– 12 noon
Evening

Concert by the Lydian Singers

Sunday 7th July - Trinity 3
8.00 am
9.30 am
2.30 pm
6.00 pm
Mon 8th
Wed 10th

Thurs 11th

Sat 13th

9.30 am
9.30 am
10.15 am
2.00 pm
9.30 am2.15 pm
7.00 pm
9.00 am1.00 pm
11.00 am
2.30 pm

Said Eucharist
Parish Eucharist
Service at The Willows
Sung Evensong
Toddler Time
Said Eucharist
Dairy meeting (Vicarage)
Service at Westbridge House
Year 5 Church Schools’ Festival

Benedict

Eucharist
Diocesan Safeguarding
Meeting (Hall)
Lectio Divina
Wedding
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Sunday 14th July - Trinity 4
8.00 am
9.30 am
4.00 pm
6.00 pm
Mon 15th

9.30 am

Tues 16th

7.00 pm
7.00 pm
9.30 am
2.00 pm
7.30 pm
2.00 pm4.00 pm
10.00 am
12.30 pm
10.00 am4.00 pm
10.30 am
11.00 am

Wed 17th

Thurs 18th
Fri 19th
Sat 20th

Said Eucharist
Parish Eucharist
Baptisms
Said Evening Prayer

Toddler Time
Home Communion week
ALM Launch meeting (Goxhill)
Said Eucharist
Said Eucharist
MU Meeting
Ladies’ Group
Crisis Handbag (Goxhill village
Hall) – see Liz Brown
St. Peter’s Church service
Wedding
Saxby Summer Fete
Retford group in church
Lectio divina
Parish News Deadline

Sunday 21stJuly - Trinity 5
8.00 am
9.30 am
6.00 pm
Mon 22nd

Wed 24th
Sat 27th

Said Eucharist
Parish Eucharist
Sung Evensong

Mary Magdelene
9.30 am
7.00 pm
9.30 am
11.00 am

Deanery Chapter (Redbourne)
Eucharist and PCC
Said Eucharist
Lectio Divina
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Sunday 28thJuly - Trinity 6
8.00 am
9.30 am
11.30 am
6.00 pm
Wed 31st

Said Eucharist
Parish Eucharist
Baptisms
Said Eucharist with Hymns

9.30 am
10.15 am

Said Eucharist
Diary meeting (Vicarage)

Traidcraft Exchange news
One year ago, we launched the “Who Picked My Tea?” campaign
(https://www.traidcraft.org.uk/tea-campaign), where thousands of us spoke up
because we wanted better conditions for the people (mostly women) behind our
tea. Thanks to your collective action the UK big six tea brands published their
suppliers in Assam: vital information that will strengthen the tea workers’
struggle for better conditions and pay.
The following are in order with their response:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yorkshire have 14 tea estates
Twinings have 25 tea estates
Tetley have 68 tea estates
Clipper have 7 tea estates
PGTips have 38 tea estates
Typhoo have 35 tea estates.

Neither Ringtons, with 37 nor Marks and Spencer's with 6 tea estates were
targeted by the “Who Picked My Tea?” campaign, but never the less they chose
to publish their suppliers in full.
Well done! Thank you for your help,
Penny
[Ed: if you look at the website given in the above article, you can send a message
of support to the workers, so that they are not alone and that we want them to
have better pay and conditions of work.]
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CRUCIFIXION

APPEARANCE

TOMB

WITNESS

MARY

HEALED

FAITHFUL

MAGDALENE

TWELVE

RESURRECTION

APOSTLE

UNDERSTANDING

FIRST

WOMEN

DEMONS

Mary Magdalene was a Jewish woman from the fishing village of Magdala, on the
Sea of Galilee. She is mentioned by name twelve times in the Gospels, more than
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any other woman and more than most of the apostles. She was healed of seven
demons (which may mean that she had a mental illness), and Jesus healed her,
after which she followed him everywhere. She is often credited with a better
understanding of Jesus’ teachings.
Mary remained throughout the crucifixion, witnessed the death of Jesus and
followed to his tomb. Women were treated as inferior to men in Biblical times, so
it was strange that a group of women were specifically mentioned as watching
the whole crucifixion, and also that it was Mary who found the empty tomb and
was the first to see the risen Jesus.

An unbelievable coincidence
In Barton-upon-Humber at 6.20pm on the Saturdays in the middle of June
(15th/16th), both this year and last year, there was an unbelievably fierce torrent
of rain!
DBR

Barton Ladies Luncheon Club

Coach Trip to Brodsworth Hall & Gardens
Wednesday 14th August 2019
Leaves Barton Market Place 9.30am
Cost: £25 per person.
For further details & to book your place please contact
Grace Hadden on 01652 637083.
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Remembering Faith Low
If you ever stood in the pulpit and looked towards the other end of the Church,
you might have noticed just behind your right shoulder, on the windowsill there, a
mutilated gravestone. This gravestone can more easily be seen if you stand by
The Memorial Candles and look up at it, and at the information which has been
at the side of the gravestone for some years now. DBR
At present resting on the sill of one of the east windows of the north aisle in St
Mary’s Church is a somewhat mutilated gravestone. The top left-hand corner has
been broken off and the whole of the right-hand side of the stone has been
removed.
That part of the inscription which survives, and the other assumed parts here
shown in square brackets, reads:
[HERELI]ES THE BOD[Y]
[OF FA]ITH LOW WH[O]
[DIED T]HE 23 OF IVNE
1706 IN THE 17 YEAR
OF HER AGE
Clearly, this is the stone set up in memory of one Faith Low. It would originally
have been placed in the graveyard and been more recently discovered and
brought back inside the church. The mason who cut the stone was still using
Roman lettering with a I for our J and a V for our U. Faith, the daughter of
Christopher and Ann Low, was christened in St Mary’s Church on 14th July 1689.
Twenty-four year old Christopher had married twenty-two year old Ann in the
same church on 2 June 1678. Before Ann died aged 38 years in 1694 (the
marriage lasted 16 years) the couple had eight, probably nine, children. At least
seven of these children died before they reached their fifth birthday. The couple
named their first four children, conveniently two boys and two girls, after their
parents – Edward and Ann were named after Christopher’s father and mother
and the twins John and Faith I were named after Ann’s father and mother.
Daughter Faith was only three months old when she was buried in March 1682,
so the Faith on the surviving gravestone was the couple’s second child with that
name. All of Christopher and Ann’s children were brought to the font in St Mary’s
Church, almost certainly the parish in which the family lived.
Christopher was a weaver, an occupation of some standing in 17th century
12

Barton, and as a result he was chosen to appraise the value of two men’s
property following their death. These valuations were listed in an inventory
which had to be produced at the Archdeacon’s Court when survivors sought
probate of an estate. At the end of the two inventories Christopher made his
mark – he could not write his name.
One can imagine Christopher’s misery when he buried his daughter Faith II in St
Mary’s cemetery on 24 June 1706 – apparently the day after she died – for by
then he had outlived his wife and at least eight of his children. Christopher was
66 years old when he was buried on 27 September 1719 – he might well have
lived the last 13 years of his life without any family companionship.
So, next time you walk past Faith’s gravestone, perhaps spare a thought for her
and her somewhat tragic family.

For the punsters!
The selection below is probably enough to make all your friends groan and leave!
I tried to catch some fog. I mist.

I’m reading a book about antigravity. I can’t put it down.

When chemists die, they barium.

I did a theatrical performance about
puns. It was a play on words.

A soldier who survived mustard gas
and pepper spray is now a seasoned
veteran.

They told me I had Type A blood,
but it was a typo.

I know a guy who’s addicted to
brake fluid. He says he can stop any
time.

A dyslexic man walks into a bra.
Jokes about German sausage are
the wurst.

How does Moses make his tea?
Hebrews it.

Energizer Bunny arrested: charged
with battery.

I stayed up all night to see where
the sun went. Then it dawned on
me.

How do you make holy water? Boil
the hell out of it!

She said she recognized me from
the vegetarian club, but I’d never
seen herbivore.

What do you call a dinosaur with an
extensive vocabulary? A thesaurus!
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Mothers’ Union:
Ann and her chocolate cake!
15

Humber Mission to Seafarers Chaplain, Jake Pass, gratefully picking up all the
amazing gifts and chocolates for Seafarers donated by the people of St Mary’s!
“A big thank you to all!”
Jake

The Tree of Optimism (right), from the NLGPIG
event (p17). The Tree gives survivors of cancer
an opportunity to write some hope for others
– usually the date when they were diagnosed
(the further back, the better!), and possibly
some detail of the kind of cancer or a
message. So many survivors!

16

Joint Ladies’ Group leaders Pauline Chapman and Jill Fraser with speaker Bob
Swallow who talked about "Growing old Disgracefully "!

Jill Fraser, joint leader of St. Mary’s Ladies Group, presenting a bouquet to Sue
Wright at the group’s AGM. Sue is stepping down from the role of secretary and
we all very much appreciate the time and effort Sue has put in over the years to
this sometimes-difficult role.
17

MU Meeting: The Bishop of Grantham May 15th
What happens to the best laid plans?
I was waiting outside the Church for the Bishop – because you must fill in forms
and things so that they know what to expect – things are planned.
Then God smiles…
My first words to the Bishop of Grantham were “I am very sorry, someone has
pinched my bollards!!”, standing in the middle of the road blocking the traffic
with my head through his car window; I added, “I can show you where to park if I
get in the car!”. He nodded his approval and said a delayed... yes.
Not the moment that I had envisioned. So much for protocol and getting it right!
I wanted the earth to open and swallow me whole.
Then we were moving, and I said, “could you turn the next right please”.
I said this feels like I am your driving instructor – laughing – and so the rest of my
commands were as a driving instructor. Turn your next right please. “At your
earliest convenience park on the left” and so on. We were laughing. As we got
out of the car, I said that I should do this properly and finally said “Welcome to St
Mary’s!” and shook his hand. So, was protocol re-established? I will never know!
Inside I welcomed everyone, and Angela began the meeting with apologies from
members, thankyous for the Mother’s Day flowers, recapped last month’s Trinity
Rally and all who helped. Our new member, Ann Richardson, was mentioned by
Angela. Also, I had baked her a welcome cake! A few notices followed.
I told the members that we would skip hymns and do it our way for today so that
we would have more time to talk with Nick.
As I went through my notices, I mentioned the problem of suicides on the bridge
and that things were progressing in the idea of trying to place notices of hope on
the bridge, as we had found evidence that these DO work; we had found some
new people to contact about it and hopefully they would join us on a prayer walk
during the summer. The 3rd of July was mentioned as an early possibility of
meeting after the MU Co-op Eucharist, meeting in Ings lane at 11 am. Then a
coordinated prayer group would also work on individual prayer at home and at
the Hall commencing at the same time. I will put more information on the board
as I work it out, as it is still ongoing.
18

Interestingly, the Bishop mentioned he had worked for several years around an
area which had bridges and that the messages of hope that we mentioned in the
meeting would be good as they do work: bridges unfortunately are a magnet for
people who want to take their own lives.
An opening prayer was then conducted by Angela, and I read Acts Chapter 1: v15
to the end, which Nick had specified. This was the moment when they had
suffered the loss of one of the disciples namely Judas, and they decided that they
would vote for one of two candidates to replace him. The lot fell on Mathias!
The Bishop commented that we live in uncertain times in some respects
paralleled in this reading, unlikely people come to the forefront, we feel lost and
bewildered by the circumstances of change. The Bishop then opened this
concept and idea to those present to comment upon it.
Members mentioned the changing aspects of the community and the ways that
many thought that community was diminished, even breaking down, and yet at
the same time loneliness, depression and isolation was rife in the population
across the country which begs for more community-inspired working! So many
community services have been lost. We all reflected upon our present political
situation, that it feeds into the feelings of uncertain times at this moment as it
remains that we do not know what will happen to the country during Brexit and
in particular those people that are the most vulnerable. One item that came up
was the fact that so many children are having to be fed by schools early in the
morning before they can start their day. We reflected upon the Food Bank
(Churches together) and how this has become a necessity, absolutely, a God
send, for people and their families.
The Bishop also brought to our attention the randomness of the Acts reading in
the way that lots were cast to bring Matthias into the fold of disciples. He said
that chance encounters can have a major effect by way being witnesses to Christ
and showing Christ to others.
Dennis Cowe mentioned that he had a chance encounter on a train with a
stranger who turned out to be a fellow Gideon like him from across the other
side of the country! This led to friendship and invitations all in the process of
witnessing and sharing their faith and suddenly realising that they were the same
in mind and faith. Nick then said the Gideon Bible was one of the first bibles that
he read and understood(!) as a child and obviously was a spur to his future
ministry.
19

Another question came from Ian who said that he felt that the leadership in the
church was not roaring like a lion as you would expect in so many of these
problems in community and daily life we experience, the Bishop said that
basically they could not do that all of the time and that it was up to us to furnish
a method by which we had a voice ourselves. It was thought that if the church
leadership was always in the media then the impact that they would have would
be totally diminished.
I thanked Bishop Nick for coming and we all then had a chat with him over a pot
of tea and Ann’s cake. It was a brilliant afternoon.
K. Henson (Sec.).

Northern Lincolnshire and Goole Patient Involvement
Group (NLGPIG)
An information event held at Joseph Wright Hall in
Barton resulted in some useful contacts. Radio
Humberside were in the area, and dropped in to talk
to Carol Thornton about the work of the group,
which works to improve cancer services in the area.
The group is made up of people who have had or still have cancer, carers and
professionals, and they work together to look at reports of new cancer support
services and reports of instances where the patient has not been able to achieve
the support they needed, and to suggest ways to make the services work
together better.
The group now has a new Facebook page and is working on a website. Publicity
from Facebook, along with posters and of course, Radio Humberside, brought in
several people who would not otherwise have known about the PIG, and the
members present were able to help most, if not all of them.
If you would like to find out more, look up NLGPIG on Facebook, or talk to Carol
or Amy DuBois, who are both members.
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What does a call from God feel like?
The Revd Liz Brown (Acting Director of Ordinands & Vocations) looks back
at a well-received Vocations Day...
What does a call from God feel like? That was the question occupying the
30+ people who attended the annual Vocations Day at St Luke’s, Birchwood in Lincoln. The day was designed to allow people who believe God
could be calling them to something new and deeper to meet with others,
share their experiences and hear about some of the possible ministries
available in the Church of England.
From the outset we hoped to make it clear that when we talk about vocations, we don’t have a mental picture of a big iced bun with priesthood as
the cherry on the top. The wide variety of ministries open to people is
something we haven’t always been good at communicating, so this day
was put together with the intention of being about vocation, rather than
specifically about ordination.
We heard from people whose vocations had led them in many different
directions and included those who were certain their calling was to a lay
ministry. Dr Sally Buck, Warden of Lay Ministry, and I shared something of
our own respective discernment journeys, one to a calling to minister
from within a lay context and the other to ordained ministry. We also
heard from a distinctive deacon, an authorised lay minister, a priest who
had experienced ministry as an ordained local minister and as a stipendiary minister, and from somebody who was just about to go to a Bishop’s
Advisory Panel, describing going through the discernment process in our
diocese. We heard from an oblate of an Anglican Benedictine community,
who discussed the possibility of closer connection with a religious community or the religious life itself. There was ample time for asking questions and also time for people to get into smaller groups and discuss their
own experiences.
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For many people attending the day, the opportunity to hear from others
in a similar situation was particularly valuable. Finding there were other
people asking questions like “What? Me?” and “But surely I’m not good
enough?” or “What if I’m imagining it?” can be very reassuring and it
makes it easier to be brave enough to say how we feel without worrying
that we’ll look silly.
For many people considering a licensed ministry, the training involved can
be a source of anxiety. “How long will it last?”, “Will I cope?”, “It’s been
years since I did any study”, “I’m not really very academic”. The Principal
of Lincoln School of Theology, the Revd Dr Sally Myers, is used to dealing
with concerns like these, and after lunch she led an excellent session
which showed everybody that theological learning can be non-threatening and enjoyable.
The value of the day was most obvious in the change of atmosphere as it
progressed. At the beginning there was some apprehension and nervousness as people wondered at what to expect, but by the end of the day
there was a relaxed and positive atmosphere in the room, with several
people asking what their next steps should be.
More details on possible next steps may be obtained by contacting the DDO’s
office via liz.brown@lincoln.anglican.org or by calling 01522 50 40 29.

God doesn’t take you in a straight line. There are twists
and turns. It may not happen the way you thought, but
the disappointments, the bad breaks are all a part of God’s
plan. – Joel Osteen
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North Lincolnshire Print Open at The Ropewalk

Once again, the North Lincolnshire Print Open, which has become a regular
fixture on the printmaker’s calendar, has attracted the finest of our region’s
artists and more than 100 different artworks will be on display in Gallery One and
Artspace throughout the summer months.
This popular show reflects a wide range of printmaking methods from traditional
etching to the latest in digital art and features an equally diverse range of subject
matter from portraits to abstracts and everything in between. Making the
difficult choice of which prints made the final cut were Hainton-based
printmaker Melvyn Petterson and Rob Moore, the former Dean of Hull School of
Art.
The exhibition is open daily from Monday to Saturday between 10am and 5pm
and on Sunday and Bank Holidays between 10am and 4pm. Entry is free.

More awful jokes
If you don’t like them – write something you’d like to see in the magazine!
Swedish babies – there’s one Bjorn
every minute!

Broken pencils are pointless.
I was wondering why the cricket ball
was getting bigger. Then it hit me!

A friend tried starting up a chicken
dating agency. It was a financial
disaster and it failed; he just
couldn't make hens meet.

What does a clock do when it’s
hungry? It goes back four seconds.
I didn’t like my beard at first. Then it
grew on me.

What do hippy horses eat? Hay,
man!
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From the Registers
Baptisms:June 9th

Oliver William HORSFALL son of Kelly Ann HORSFALL & Jack
William FAWCETT

June 23rd

Shellie-Ann, Blake Nigel Christopher & Spencer Brent ADAMS,
daughter & sons of Amy Sheila ADAMS

June 30th

Charlotte May BRAMMER daughter of Alice May CLARK & Lee
BRAMMER

Marriages:- None in June
Funerals:May 22nd

Maria Rosa Ernesta BARKER

June 10th

Francis Edward (Ted) NOWELL

June 21st

Leon John OXLEY

June 24

th

June 25th

Keith MITCHELL
Christine May HURRELL

Church Flowers
Donations for Church flowers have been received in loving memory of: Andrew Mercer
Diana Stow
David Stow
Rebecca (Becky) Searle
Winston Garfoot
Frances Garfoot
Clare Oakey
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Barton Civic Society
The Society’s Annual General Meeting is on Friday 19 July
at 7.30pm at the Joseph Wright Hall followed by an
informal celebration of our fiftieth anniversary with old
friends and current members, and a preview of our
commemorative exhibition.
Safeguarding Barton’s Heritage runs from 20 July to 22
September. The exhibition covers the work and achievements of the Civic Society
over the last five decades and includes some rare images from our archive. It is
on show at the Wilderspin National School’s Joseph Wright Hall (ground floor),
Thursdays – Sundays, 10am -4pm.
Everyone is welcome to join our anniversary trip to Grantham on Thursday 15
August. The weather for our trips has always been excellent and we are
confident for a repeat this year! Members of the Grantham Civic Society will look
after us, showing us their “blue plaque” trail, starting at the Grade I, Old Kings
School where Isaac Newton which Isaac Newton attended, and the nearby
Grantham House and St Wulfram's Church. You can visit the Museum with
displays about Margaret Thatcher, Isaac Newton and special exhibitions including
one about the Dambusters raids. For those who want it, there’s a sandwich
lunch at the Angel & Royal Hotel - one of the oldest inns in the country and
visited by several kings or there are lots of cafes and restaurants for you to
choose yourself.
Departure: 8.30am Wilderspin National School – return by 5.30pm. Tickets are
£20 and seats can be booked at the school museum or call 01652 635172.

Our annual outing is to Grantham this year when Grantham Civic Society hosts
our visit following their “blue plaque” trail to discover the town’s fascinating
heritage. All are welcome to join us on Thursday 15 August, setting off by
coach from the Wilderspin School Museum at 9am. Tickets are £20 (children
£15). Places are expected to be booked quickly so to avoid disappointment book
at the Wilderspin School Museum or by phone (01652) 635172, or email
wilderspinschoolmuseum@gmail.com.
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Wilderspin National School museum
Infant Schooling in England: 1819-1919
The end of another school year approaches and the summer holidays loom. This
year, we’ve teamed up with the Barton Allotment Society and planned a series of
gardening craft sessions for children. Each week during August there are
sessions focussing on plants, birds, bugs and miniature gardens. We’ll be helping
children to enter the things they make in the Annual Horticultural Show on the
10th August. Wilderspin had a passion for gardening and his school playgrounds
always included one too.
Our gardening volunteers meet most
Thursdays and are always looking for
additional help. Over the last ten
years they have created something
very special which is at its best this
time of year. If you haven’t seen it,
now is the time – and if you’d like to
help them in this work, pop in on a
Thursday morning or give us a ring
any other time.
The end of the summer term is also when some teachers may be retiring – so it’s
a good time to flag up the opportunity of joining our Education Team. The
number of schools visiting the school museum is growing and we need to expand
our team. There’s a little remuneration, but the best reward is working with the
visiting children and teachers; they are always so enthusiastic and there’s no
marking! A teaching background is not essential though, and anyone with a flair
for getting a “message” across and an enthusiasm for working with children
would be welcome. Please get in touch if you’d like to know more. (Tel. 01652
635172)

South Bank Players present A Night at the Barton Oscars, Saturday 6 July,
www.sbplayers.co.uk
Barton Bike Night Museum and Old School Canteen coffee shop open until 5pm,
Saturday 13 Jul
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Humber Ferry Services – Emergency Arrangements
During Fog
When a fog exists on the Humber of such density as to prevent the running of
the Company’s ferry boats between New Holland and Hull, telegraphic advice
must be sent to the District Superintendent, Lincoln, and to all stations east of
Retford, Doncaster and Lincoln inclusive, and also when the river becomes
navigable again.
When a telegram of this nature is received from New Holland, passengers must
not be booked any further than that station; if they require to know the reason,
they must be informed that fog exists and that the Company cannot undertake to
convey through passengers to Hull in accordance with the advertised
arrangements.
With a view to facilitating the transmission of the numerous telegrams from New
Holland on these occasions, they must be distributed as shown below. The word
“fog” signalled in the message will indicate that the boats are not running, and
the word “clear” will denote that the boats have resumed running: New Holland to advise

Barton, Grimsby Town, Goxhill,
Killingholme, East Halton,
Immingham, Thornton Abbey, Ulceby,
Barnetby and Gainsborough.

Grimsby Town to repeat
to

Grimsby Docks, New Clee,
Cleethorpes and all stations Waltham
to Boston.

Firsby to repeat to

All stations to Skegness and Spilsby.

Louth to repeat to

Theddlethorpe and Kingthorpe

Willoughby to repeat to

Mablethorpe.

Boston to repeat to

Woodhall Junction

Woodhall Junction to
repeat to

Horncastle and Stations Coningsby to
Midville.

Lincoln to repeat to

Stixwould.
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Ulceby to repeat to

Brocklesby and Habrough

Habrough to repeat to

Stallingborough, Healing and Great
Coates

Barnetby to repeat to

Scunthorpe, Elsham, Appleby,
Moortown, Market Rasen and Lincoln.

Scunthorpe to repeat to

Althorpe, Crowle, Thorne, Stainforth,
Barnby Dun and Doncaster.

Thorne to repeat to

Medge Hall.

Moortown to repeat to

Howsham, North Kelsey, Holton and
Claxby & Usselby.

Market Rasen to repeat to

Wickenby, Snelland, Langworth and
Reepham.

Gainsborough to repeat to

Brigg, Scawby, Kirton Lindsey,
Northorpe, Blyton and Retford.

Retford to repeat to

Sturton, Leverton, Cottam and
Torksey.

Extracted from LNER GENERAL APPENDIX to the RULES AND REGULATIONS and
WORKING TIME TABLES with SECTIONAL APPENDIX for SOUTHERN AREA; 1st
November, 1947, page 125.
Submitted by D.B.R. who notes that nowadays we hardly know what a telegram
was.
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